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Executive summary
The Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BOPRC) has developed the River Scheme Sustainability Project. The
River Scheme Sustainability Project considers a number of 'big picture' questions to set direction for the
sustainable management of the five major river and drainage schemes in the Bay of Plenty for the next 100
years. The goal of the project is to reduce the long-term risk of flood hazards while encouraging environmentally
and economically sustainable land-use practices as well as raising awareness and changing attitudes and
behaviour in the communities.
The project has seven work streams: Economic Analysis, Flood Risk Gap Analysis, Rating Assessment,
Communication Plan, Climate and Weather Cycle, Optioneering and Governance and Ownership. Bay of Plenty
Regional Council is engaging four consultancies under the optioneering work stream, to provide catchment wide
alternative options for river management of the selected rivers. As part of the optioneering work stream, BOPRC
engaged Jacobs to undertake a preliminary assessment of catchment wide alternative options for the
management of the Kaituna River Catchment. BOPRC has engaged additional consultants to assess options for
the four remaining catchment and drainage schemes in the region.
Considering the Kaituna context against international trends for catchment management planning we would
suggest that the following broad trends may typify the next 100 years of catchment planning in NZ.
Demand for a more integrated view of catchment management planning. It’s worth noting that this may not
mean less engineered, and in fact may provide a more integrated and complex engineering outcome, but it
is likely that engineering solutions will become “greener” over time.
A greater role in catchment planning for Iwi.
A trend towards environmental considerations being valued more highly, with a greater focus on
biodiversity and water quality.
Testing of new or revised governance structures to allow for revised approaches to catchment
management.
An increase in the demand for rural intensification.
We have considered a wide range of projects that are being undertaken by Jacobs and others in Europe, the
US, Australia and NZ in the context of these likely trends and current catchment management practices. The
Kaituna catchment provides for the full range of options and opportunities for catchment management to be
considered, and we have only suggested one of the broad options not be considered further in future
assessments. All manner of storages, environmental solutions, engineering solutions including dams, and
planning based solutions could be implemented effectively within the catchment. The challenge will be to
provide solutions in a way that provides best value across the full range of drivers. We recommend the
following be steps be undertaken to best inform any further detailed optioneering for the catchment.
1)

Considerations of options for governance,

2)

Confirm decision making tools (including a consideration of whole of life costing),

3)

Develop the science to support the assessment of natural flood management options,

4)

Develop detailed hydrological and hydraulic models to support decision making.

The Kaituna River Catchment is an area abundant in natural resources and provides a prime opportunity for a
regional and/or national case study on natural flood management and river restoration, and how this can be
balanced effectively with economic returns. Regional planning already provides the basis for moving towards a
more natural flood management approach, providing for restoration of natural habitats and ensuring flood
management outcomes align with natural processes where possible.
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Important note about your report
The sole purpose of this report and the associated services performed by Jacobs is to provide an international
view, based on our experience, of the options that may be available to Bay of Plenty Regional Council when
considering the future management of the Kaituna River Catchment, in accordance with the scope of services
set out in the contract between Jacobs and the Client. That scope of services, as described in this report, was
developed with the Client.
In preparing this report, Jacobs has relied upon, and presumed accurate, any information (or confirmation of the
absence thereof) provided by the Client and/or from other sources. Except as otherwise stated in the report,
Jacobs has not attempted to verify the accuracy or completeness of any such information. If the information is
subsequently determined to be false, inaccurate or incomplete then it is possible that our observations and
conclusions as expressed in this report may change.
Jacobs derived the data in this report from information sourced from the Client (if any) and/or available in the
public domain at the time or times outlined in this report. The passage of time, manifestation of latent conditions
or impacts of future events may require further examination of the project and subsequent data analysis, and reevaluation of the data, findings, observations and conclusions expressed in this report. Jacobs has prepared
this report in accordance with the usual care and thoroughness of the consulting profession, for the sole
purpose described above and by reference to applicable standards, guidelines, procedures and practices at the
date of issue of this report. For the reasons outlined above, however, no other warranty or guarantee, whether
expressed or implied, is made as to the data, observations and findings expressed in this report, to the extent
permitted by law.
This report should be read in full and no excerpts are to be taken as representative of the findings. No
responsibility is accepted by Jacobs for use of any part of this report in any other context.
This report has been prepared on behalf of, and for the exclusive use of, Jacobs’ Client, and is subject to, and
issued in accordance with, the provisions of the contract between Jacobs and the Client. Jacobs accepts no
liability or responsibility whatsoever for, or in respect of, any use of, or reliance upon, this report by any third
party.
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1. Introduction
The Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BOPRC) has developed the River Scheme Sustainability Project. The
River Scheme Sustainability Project considers a number of 'big picture' questions to set direction for the
sustainable management of the five major river and drainage schemes in the Bay of Plenty for the next 100
years. The goal of the project is to reduce the long-term risk of flood hazards while encouraging environmentally
and economically sustainable land-use practices as well as raising awareness and changing attitudes and
behaviour in the communities.
The project has seven work streams: Economic Analysis, Flood Risk Gap Analysis, Rating Assessment,
Communication Plan, Climate and Weather Cycle, Optioneering and Governance and Ownership. Bay of Plenty
Regional Council is engaging four consultancies under the optioneering work stream, to provide catchment wide
alternative options for river management of the selected rivers. As part of the optioneering work stream, BOPRC
engaged Jacobs to undertake a preliminary assessment of catchment wide alternative options for the
management of the Kaituna River Catchment. BOPRC has engaged additional consultants to assess options for
the four remaining catchment and drainage schemes in the region.
This report provides the findings of the Jacobs assessment, including a description of the existing environment,
a Kaituna River Project Matrix (which provides an overall assessment of all options considered for the Kaituna
River Catchment), an overview of relevant example projects Jacobs engineers have been involved with, which
includes an assessment of the different catchment wide options, and a list and discussion of recommended
options for the Kaituna River Catchment. Producing this report involved global input from Jacobs specialists in
NZ, Australia, the US and the UK. This report has also been updated to reflect comments and suggestions
made in a workshop with Jacobs and Bay of Plenty Regional Council representatives on 22 May 2014.
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2.

Existing Environment

2.1

Physical Environment

The Kaituna River Catchment is located in the Bay of Plenty Region in the central North Island. The Bay of
Plenty region is an area of volcanic activity, and is characterised by a number of extensive geothermal areas
and earthquake fault lines, as well as an active volcano (White Island) and other prominent mountains. The Bay
of Plenty region is a high sunshine region in New Zealand, with temperatures reaching between 26ºC and 32ºC
in the summer and an average of around 12ºC in the winter. The mean annual rainfall in the area is 1300mm.
The Kaituna River Catchment is one of five different catchment and drainage schemes in the region. It covers a
total area of 1,250 km2 (125,000 ha) and stretches from the Lake Rotorua and Rotoiti catchments to the
Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary and the sea. Historical volcanic activity has largely influenced the soil and ground
rock in the Kaituna River Catchment area. Rhyollite (volcanic) pumice is the predominant bedrock in the Lower
Kaituna Area, with some ignimbrite (volcanic ash) around the head lakes in the Upper Kaituna area. The
catchment area is also predominantly covered in pumice soils with some acidic podzol soils towards the head
lakes and allophanic soils to the north of the Kaituna River.1
The catchment is divided into two parts, roughly equal in size – Upper Kaituna (the Lake Rotorua and Rotoiti
catchments and tributaries) and Lower Kaituna (the Kaituna River from the Okere arm, tributary streams, canals
and drainage network). The Upper Kaituna area is dominated by Lakes Rotorua and Rotoiti, which feed into the
Kaituna River. The area also consists of the Rotorua Township and surrounding pasture and farmland. The
upper portion of the Lower Kaituna is primarily dominated by pastoral and plantation forestry land uses, with
some native forest and land use changes to dairy farming. The mid to lower section is characterised by
horticulture (primarily kiwifruit orchards), while the lower section contains productive drained river flats
(predominantly used for dairy farming) and the Te Puke Township. The end section of the Kaituna Catchment
includes part of the future urban growth area at Papamoa East and the Ongatoro / Maketu Estuary.2

2.2

Rivers

The primary rivers of the Kaituna River Catchment are Kaituna and Mangorewa Rivers. Lakes Rotorua and
Rotoiti contribute to a large proportion of the everyday flows of the Kaituna River. The Mangorewa River also
feeds in to the Kaituna River from the north-west and contributes significantly to flood flows during wet weather.
Other significant Kaituna River tributaries include the Waiari, Pakipaki, Ohineangaanga, Raparapahoe,
Parawhenuamea, Atuaroa and Kopuaroa Streams, which originate in the hills upstream of the Te Puke
Township.
The Kaituna River is around 53 Kilometres long from Lake Rotoiti to the mouth at the sea. The first 25
kilometres is fast flowing (around 21,000 l/s) and drops 260 metres in elevation, flowing through a narrow gorge
and a number of water falls. The remaining 28 kilometres is slower, dropping another 20 metres to the sea at Te
Tumu. The residence time over the whole river from lake to sea is no longer than a day.3 By the time the river
reaches the sea, around half of its water is estimated to have come from the head lakes and the other half from
the lower catchment springs and tributaries.
The majority of the water in the Kaituna River currently enters the sea at Te Tumu, however, this has varied
considerably over time, which has affected the saltmarsh, sedimentation rates and erosion of the area. The
Kaituna River historically entered the Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary. In 1907, after severe flooding, the Kaituna
River created a new channel directly out to sea at Te Tumu, bypassing the Estuary entirely. In the 1920s, the
Ford Cut (a new river channel) was created to divert water from the river back into the Estuary. In the 1950s, in
an effort to lower river levels upstream and reduce flooding of surrounding land, the Ford Cut was blocked so
that river could again be diverted away from the Estuary. Some water was diverted back into the Estuary in the
1990s, but currently water primarily goes straight out to sea. There is now a project in place to assess options
1

More information on soil description can be found here: http://www.boprc.govt.nz/RegionMap/BOPRegionMap.htm
See Appendix A for Land Use in the Kaituna Catchment
3
Lower Kaituna Catchment and Water Quality report, p 3.
2
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for re-diverting water back into the Estuary to create new wetlands and maximise ecological and community
benefits.4
On an average tide, around 2.9 million m 3 of water flows through the lower Kaituna River at each tidal cycle,
with around 147,000 m3 of this flowing through Ford’s Cut to the Estuary and the remaining water flowing
straight out to sea.5
Table 1 : Kaituna at Te Matai Design Flows 6, 7
Return Period

Design Flow

(years)

(cumecs)

Mean annual low flow

29

Mean flow

39.5

2

100

5

170

10

230

20

300

50

405

100

500

200

600

Water quality in the Kaituna River has been improving over the past few decades. Water quality monitoring has
shown a steady improvement in Kaituna River base flow bacteriological contamination at Te Tumu from 1,000
E. coli faecal coliforming units per 100 ml in 1989 to a median of 201 in 2007/08 (Park, 2010). Note that results
are still variable, and rates of contamination are significantly higher during and immediately after rainfall events

2.3

Climate Change

Climate change is predicted to affect temperature, rainfall and sea level rise in the Bay of Plenty Region and the
Kaituna River Catchment area.8 Temperatures are likely to rise around 0.9°C by 2040 and 2.1°C by 2090 in the
region. It is likely the region will experience little change in average annual rainfall (with spring rainfall
decreasing around 9% by 2090) however there is expected to be more frequent and intense heavy rainfall
events in addition to natural variability.
Across the country, there has been an average sea level rise in relative mean sea level of 1.7 mm per year over
th
the 20 century, and sea levels are expected to continue to rise in the future. The Ministry for the Environment
(MfE) has recommended that communities plan for a future sea-level rise of at least 0.5 m, and consider the
consequences of a mean sea level rise of at least 0.8 m (relative to 1980 – 1999 average) by the 2090s. See
Appendix B for a map showing all land in the Kaituna Catchment less than 2.5 meters.

2.4

Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme

The Kaituna River Catchment has a long history of flooding. The Kaituna Catchment Control Scheme (the
Scheme) provides flood protection, drainage and soil conservation for the entire catchment area, including lake
level control for Lakes Rotorua and Rotoiti. The Scheme began in 1979 primarily for soil conservation activities
to minimise flooding, but soon expanded to include drainage and canals; stop banks; pump stations and flood

4
5
6
7
8

Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project
Kaituna River Re-Diversion and Wetland Creation Project, p 5
Kaituna River Major Scheme Hydraulic Review. Pg 10
Lower kaituna Catchment and water Quality. Pg3.
Climate change effects and impacts assessment: A guidance manual for Local Government in New Zealand, MfE, 2008.
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gate structures throughout the catchment. 9 Most works were done in the early 1980s, with some works
continuing until 1992.
In Upper Kaituna, the Scheme generally consists of significant areas of soil conservation works, flood protection
stop banks, level control structures and other flood minimisation activities, including stream clearing and
straightening. In Lower Kaituna, the Scheme consists of:
67 kilometres of stopbank. These are designed for 100, 10 and 5 year ARI.
88 kilometres of canals and drains
Seven pump stations (and 14 pumps). These are designed for the 5 year ARI.
Three weir structures
Five major floodgate structures
Riverbank protection - six kilometres of planting and 1.5 kilometres of rock or rubble
Mole/groyne structure at the river mouth
The Scheme is managed under the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 1941, which allows for a
differential rating system on a catchment-by-catchment basis in the region, and funding for the scheme is
predominantly from around 36,600 local ratepayers, identified under each separate rating area.10 Rates vary
considerably from $0.49 - $162 per hectare.

2.5

Planning Environment

In general, the natural resources in the Kaituna River Catchment area are managed by the Resource
Management Act 1991 (RMA). Under the RMA, the Western Bay of Plenty (WBP) District Council is required to
control the actual or potential effects of use, development of protection of land to avoid or mitigate natural
hazards such as flooding for the lower Kaituna through its District Plan. In particular, the panning maps identify
Natural Hazard Features (including Floodable Areas) where development is restricted. Buildings/structures in
these areas are only permitted within an approved building site, or where evidence establishes that it will be
located clear of the natural hazard or will not be affected by the natural hazard. Buildings/structures that are not
permitted, earthworks over 5m3 and closed board fences, retaining walls, raised gardens, concrete and block
walls are restricted discretionary activities in these areas. Matters of discretion for floodable areas include:
The effect of the proposed buildings/structures on the capacity of ponding areas and overland flow paths
The design of the building structure
Verifiable new information demonstrating the site if not under threat from flooding.11
Under the RMA, the environmental effects of activities that affect the Bay of Plenty region as a whole, including
activities associated with taking, diverting, damming and discharging effluent to the Kaituna River Catchment,
are managed by the Bay of Plenty Regional Council through its Regional Policy Statement (RPS) and Regional
Plans.
The RPS outlines the region’s vulnerability to flooding, particularly in low-lying areas. It also highlights the
friction between flood management and river and wetland protection and restoration, noting that flood
management of farmland may adversely affect the few remaining wetlands in the Kaituna River Catchment.
Objectives of the RPS include to recognise and protect the integrity of natural ecosystems that are natural
defences against flooding and to maintain the integrity of existing flood protection works to the greatest extent
practicable. The RPS also recognises that the Bay of Plenty Regional Council has responsibility for the
development and implementation of rules relating to Kaituna flood control works to avoid or mitigate flood
hazards (through the Flood Control Scheme).
The Bay of Plenty Regional Council implements the RPS through flood protection and minimisation rules in its
Regional Plan, and particularly rules relating to the damming and diversion of water, the artificial control of water
9

See Appendix C for a map showing the location of scheme assets
See Appendix D for the KCCS rating map
11
See section 8.3 of the Western Bay Of Plenty Operative Plan 2012
10
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levels in natural lakes and activities on river beds (including new structures, removing structures, excavation
and bed disturbance, maintenance and river course modifications). In general, any activities in the river or
stream beds in the Kaituna Catchment, including the erection and demolition of structure, and the reclamation
or drainage of a stream or river bed, is a discretionary activity requiring a resource consent. 12 The Bay of Plenty
Regional Council is also responsible for minimising and preventing damage from floods in the region through
the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 1941. The responsibility for setting water quality limits and
ensuring compliance in general across the region also rests with the Bay of Plenty Regional Council.
The Lower Kaituna area is also managed through the goals and visions set by the Kaituna River and ng toro/
Maketu Estuary Strategy (River Strategy). The River Strategy sets out the values people place on the
environment, the concerns and a vision for the future. It identifies key outcomes the community wishes to
achieve, primarily being the sustainable management of the river and estuary resources, and an action plan for
achieving these outcomes by 2018. The River Strategy highlights the communities concerns around flood
protection works that reclaim water bodies and drain wetlands, and the need to balance these works while
preserving ecological habitats. The reduced river flow to the Estuary is an ongoing concern for the community.
The Upper Kaituna area is managed through the Strategy for the Lakes of the Rotorua District (Lakes Strategy),
which primarily focuses on the future sustainability of the head lakes. The Lakes Strategy seeks to achieve a
long term vision that the lakes of the Rotorua district and their catchments are preserved and protected for the
use and enjoyment of present and future generations, while recognising and providing for the traditional
relationship of Te Arawa with their ancestral lakes. The main long-term goals of the Lakes Strategy include
ensuring a high quality experiences for residents and lake users; reducing nutrient inputs to ensure water quality
meets community expectations; improving the health of ecosystems; and supporting resource use efficiency in
the area.

2.6

Vision for the future

2.6.1

Community Vision

The community vision for the lower part of the Kaituna River Catchment is set out in the River Strategy. The
Kaituna River, wetlands and ng toro/Maketu Estuary are taonga – valued by the community for their clean
water, healthy ecosystems, recreational and cultural values. The vision for the Kaituna River and
ng toro/Maketu Estuary is to ensure that by 2018 there is an improvement in the sustainable management of
valuable river and estuary resources through our policies, plans, activities and actions. This will ensure that the
river and estuary remain home to indigenous flora and fauna, including native plants, k ura, eels, fish, trout,
inanga and waterfowl, and be able to provide a bountiful source of kaimoana.
2.6.2

Development Pressure

There are a number of development pressures on the Kaituna River Catchment and surrounding area. In
particular, there has been a steady move from forestry towards dairy farming and horticulture. In recent years,
there has been some conversion of exotic forestry to dairy farms. Much of the mid-section of this catchment has
had suitable land converted to horticulture with kiwifruit being very dominant. The lower regions of the
catchment are predominantly productive river flat plains with extensive drainage schemes – the dominant land
use being dairy farming.
The Kaituna River has also been viewed as a potential opportunity for hydropower expansion. Since the 1960’s
there have been proposals for hydroelectric schemes on the Kaituna and on the Mangorewa Rivers. In 2007
prefeasibility and feasibility studies and geotechnical investigations for the hydro-electric power dam on the
Kaituna was investigated, but this scheme has not progressed in recent years.

12

Rule 9.10.6 of the Bay of Plenty Regional Water and Land Plan
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2.6.3

Flood Risk

Flood risk is the Bay of Plenty region’s highest ranked natural hazard. Flood risk is expected to grow in severity
and frequency. As such, flood protection is considered critical to ensure growth, public amenity and production.
While the current flood protection, management and response regime is good, there is a need to take a much
longer term view for flood minimisation based on sustainability. This will involve considering all aspects of the
catchment, including water quality, appropriate land uses for flood control, and improving biodiversity, and
taking a pre-emptive and collaborative approach to flood management and mitigation.
2.6.4

Catchment Management Trends

Considering the Kaituna context against international trends for catchment management planning we would
suggest that the following broad trends may typify the next 100 years of catchment planning in NZ.
Demand for a more integrated view of catchment management planning. It’s worth noting that this may not
mean less engineered, and in fact may provide a more integrated and complex engineering outcome, but it
is likely that engineering solutions will become “greener” over time.
A greater role in catchment planning for Iwi.
A trend towards environmental considerations being valued more highly, with a greater focus on
biodiversity and water quality.
Testing of new or revised governance structures to allow for revised approaches to catchment
management.
An increase in the demand for rural intensification.
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3. Kaituna Option Matrix
A range of potential general options were considered and assessed for the Kaituna River Catchment, based on collective experience across different geographies and disciplines. This matrix summarises our assessment of the potential options and their
viability and potential for the Kaituna River Catchment. This assessment is not based on an in depth study of the Kaituna River Catchment but rather a “high-level” brainstorm of options available and how they could suit the Kaituna River Catchment. We
have provided limited explanation of the potential options in this matrix. Section 4 of this Report provides further detail of some of the specific case studies based on our experience. The options we have recommended for further investigation are
discussed in Section 5 of this Report.

Option

What can option achieve

Limitations

Examples of use

When option is most suited

Use and potential
achievements of option in
Kaituna

Extent option
“works with
natural
processes”
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)

Potential
social
benefits
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Further
consideration
recommended

2 – high
potential for
displacement
but can
provide
recreational
benefits

Yes, if there was
an irrigation or
hydro-electric
driver.

2 – Potential
for
displacement
, but can
benefit
through
irrigation and
recreation.

Yes, but limited
opportunity.

3 (positive)
New dams
(impounding
structures for
storage,
irrigation,
power
generation,
etc)

Flood storage in the
headwaters and/or tributaries
can obviate the need for
channel works downstream.

Could disrupt impact sediment
conveyance dependent on
River Type.

Reservoir behind the dam
can provide supply of water
during dry seasons and for
irrigation

Could cause channel erosion
for several kilometres
downstream, with potential for
bed/ bank instability whilst
channel.

Hydroelectric power stations
could be built on the dam.

Loss of land and ecosystem
disruption.

Lockyer Valley Dam Optioneering
(identified $50 m + costs).

Used to control major flooding
from rivers, improve water
supply in dry areas (including
irrigation) and/or generate
hydropower.
Few situations where it is suited
due to adverse impacts on most
types of river.
Perhaps least impact on rivers
with low sediment yields.

Could provide flood control,
water supply or hydroelectric
power in the Catchment.

1

However, could cause
disruption to sediment
conveyance with potentially
detrimental downstream
consequences (e.g. channel
erosion) and/or channel
adjustment through
narrowing.

Serious environmental effects
associated with dam deconstruction (e.g. sediment
load downstream).

Not
recommended
solely for flood
management.
Likely that the
environmental
damage may
outweigh the
benefits.

May have consequences for
the mauri and wairua of rivers
and meet with iwi resistance.
New dams
(temporary
flood flow
storage
structures)

Flow attenuation
Potentially irrigation.

Possible disruption to
sediment dynamics
Could cause channel erosion
downstream with potential for
bed/bank instability
Impact on longitudinal
connectivity
May have consequences for
the mauri and wairua of rivers
and meet with iwi resistance.

Upper River Mole Scheme
(http://rgsweather.files.wordpress.co
m/2014/01/uppermole-floodalleviation-scheme.pdf). The
detention reservoir at Worth farm
consists of an embankment with a
throttle and temporarily stored
floodwaters, whilst the flood peak
passes, The re-meandering of a
straightened watercourse in Grattons
Park was as enhancement/
compensation for the reservoir/ dam
works (under the EU Water
Framework Directive).
Taylor Dam – Blenheim (flood
storage only)

<document number>

Proven success on rivers with
low sediment yield (in SE
England).

Potential to optimise storage,
Rotoiti outlet flow and pump
stations.
Real time modelling and
telemetered controls could
be used to optimise
performance.
Could cause disruption to
sediment conveyance with
potentially detrimental
downstream consequences
(e.g. channel erosion) and/ or
channel adjustment through
narrowing (although it is
likely to be of a lesser
magnitude).

1-2

The
environmental
damage may
outweigh the
benefits.
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Option

Flood gates at
headwaters

What can option achieve

Flow attenuation
Flow optimisation to reduce
the coincidence of flood
peaks from tributaries.

Limitations

Examples of use

Could increase upstream
flooding.

Lake Taupo and the hydro-electric
dams on the Waikato River.

Possible disruption to
sediment dynamics

Lake Rotoiti and Kaituna River.

When option is most suited

Use and potential
achievements of option in
Kaituna

Where there is a natural lake or large
basin that can be used for
attenuation.

Potential for optimisation of the
outflow from lake Rotoiti, and the
pump stations. This could be
linked to real time modelling to
enable optimisation.
HoweverMay have consequences for
the mauri and wairua of
rivers and meet with iwi
resistance.

Urban, peri-urban areas close to
watercourses.

Flood water storage leading
to potential flood alleviation
in downstream reaches,
connectivity with the
floodplain.

Could cause channel erosion
downstream with potential for
bed/bank instability
Impact on longitudinal
connectivity

Detention
zones

Flood attenuation and
storage (including diverting
upstream flows from Kaituna
and tributaries to a Regional
Detention Basin; and
improving drainage to divert
flows to basin).

Land take, impacts on current
land use, availability of space.
Associated cost and design
required.
Requires high level of
maintenance (as lack of
maintenance can deteriorate
efficacy of the system).

Kino Environmental Restoration
Project, Pima County, Arizona
(Regional Detention Zone).
http://rfcd.pima.gov/projects/kerp/pdf
s/kerp.pdf

Floodplain where flooding of
surrounding land is viable,
possibly appropriate in the
Upper Kaituna or upper portion
of the Lower Kaituna
(pasture/forestry).
Wide spread areas susceptible
to flash flooding

Extent option
“works with
natural
processes”
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Potential
social
benefits
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Further
consideration
recommended

1-2

1 – Where
development
around the
lake
restricted

Yes

2

2–
depending
on land take

Yes

2

1 – potential
to reduce
property
values

Yes

1

1 – potential
for land take

Yes

Could identify sites where
stopbanks could be partially
removed or lowered to allow
more detention storage.
Reduce fluvial flood risk.

Areas with inadequate drainage
systems.
Flood zones

Setting aside land in future
planning (including
development restrictions) for
use as “flood zones” or flood
storage areas.

Suitable land use requirements
Landowner compensation
Could involve lengthy/costly
plan change process

Kapiti Coast District Plan identifies
flood ponding areas.
Netherlands “Make Room for the
River” Policy.

Essentially one area can be
sacrificed to take the impact
of flooding and protect other
areas.
Bunding
(including
floodplain
storage bunds,
slow release)

Can create flood plain
storage

Stakeholder engagement
(mainly farmers)

Can enable flood flows to be
diverted and stored for slow
release after flood peak (i.e
delaying flood peak).

Land take- impacts on current
land use

Small and numerous
bunding.

Kapiti Coast District, for example Te
Roto constructed wetland.

Disruption of connectivity with
the river
Disruption to sediment
conveyance.
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Low value or undeveloped land

Landuse control to identify
flood storage areas

Land already subject to frequent
flooding, or which would be
subject to frequent flooding
without existing mitigation
measures.

More sacrificial flooding
within optimised real control
flood scheme.

Floodplain where flooding of
adjacent land is viable

Flood alleviation in
downstream reaches

Possibly appropriate in the
Upper Kaituna or upper portion
of the Lower Kaituna
(pasture/forestry).

Connectivity with the
floodplain.
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Option

Alternative
river alignment

What can option achieve

Flood diversion
Re-meandering
Restoration of a braided
system

Interceptor
channels with
diversions

Can capture water flows and
divert them to a relief channel
running parallel to the main
channel reducing flood risk.

Limitations

Changed flow velocity and
regime, altered sediment
transfer

Examples of use

When option is most suited

Ideally use of a historic
channel/channels

Lower Kaituna

Space for channel creation

Land take

Improper alignment of the
interceptor channel may lead
to inadequate level of service.

Use and potential
achievements of option in
Kaituna

Extent option
“works with
natural
processes”
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Potential
social
benefits
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Further
consideration
recommended

3 (if remeandering or
re-braiding)

1 – potential
for land take

Yes

Could capture the flows coming
from the highlands along several
tributary channels and divert them
to a relief channel running parallel
to Kaituna River; in that way flows
from the highlands will not
inundate the low lands.

2

1 – potential
for land take

Yes

Could provide more water for
irrigation

1

1 – likely to
have cultural
implications

No

2-3 (assuming
scheme is
about setting
back
stopbanks)

2 – potential
for land take

Yes

Flood water storage,
Improved ecological status,
habitat creation
Possibly appropriate in the
Lower Kaituna where map
evidence shows evidence of
multiple meander cut offs
due to channel straightening.

Via Regina Interceptor Channel,
Santa Barbara County, California

Placement of a relief channel
may require augmentation of
the stop banks (e.g. raising
their heights).

Areas where mountainous reaches of
drainage network comes to flats and
carry high flows to cause inundation
at the low lands.

Also requires sediment catch
basin along the interceptor
channel.
Intercatchment
transfers

Flood flow transfer
Water flow for irrigation and
urban areas.

Water quality issues between
catchments.
Altered flow and sediment
regime (environmental flow
impacts if not done correctly)
Infrastructure costs
May have consequences for
the mauri and wairua of rivers
and meet with iwi resistance.

“Making room
for the river”

Flood protection with natural
floodplain retained/restored
Connected to many other
flood works mentioned in this
matrix (e.g. land-use
controls, flood retention
areas).

Some of the specific
techniques proposed (e.g.
deepening the bed) could
potentially have some negative
environmental impacts that
would need appropriate
mitigation.
Land use requirements,
compensation etc.

Central Plan Water irrigation scheme,
Inter catchment transfer between the
Waikakariki and Selwyn Rivers and
the Rakaia and Selwyn Rivers.

To ensure sustainable water
supply to areas requiring water.

However, could have a
negative impact on both the
river from which the
abstraction in taken and the
receiving river.

Tongariro Power Scheme, diverts
some of the headwaters of the
Wanganui river into the Waikato
Catchment.
Adopted in Netherlands 2007-2015.
Techniques include high water
diversion channel, water storage,
lowering of floodplain, de-poldering
(relocation of stop banks), removing
obstacles in river bed, lowering of
groynes, strengthening
embankments, relocating
embankments, deepening the
summer bed. Applied at 30 locations.
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Catchments with flooding history
and pressure for development.

Flood storage areas (for
flood waters)

Needs land to be set-aside –
line of least resistance would be
land in Government ownership.

Environmental and
recreational enhancement
Sustainable planning.
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Option

What can option achieve

Limitations

Turning
pasture to ecotourism,
wetland,
forestry or
aquaculture
etc

Reduce water quality issues

Land take

Reduce erosion

Loss of pasture land.

Land-use
controls
(including land
and soil
management
practices
along river)

Improve water quality

Reduce time to peak of
floods.

Sediment control
Flood risk management
benefits
Links to WQ limit setting in
NZ.
Includes Farm Integrated
Runoff Management (FIRM)
principles.

Examples of use

When option is most suited

Fobney Island (UK) – Wetland
restoration
http://www.berksoc.org.uk/fobney/fob
ney_island.shtml

Areas where flooding of
surrounding areas is viable
Often mid-catchment

River Thames at Wallingford –
Wetland creation
http://www.earthtrust.org.uk/aboutus/news/latest-news/13-1008/Work_begins_to_create_new_wet
land_along_River_Thames.aspx
Potential implications due to
heavy reliance on agriculture
and cattle.
Longevity of changes
susceptible to policy changes
(land use, development)
Land take
Potentially less effective in the
long term

Control of building in flood zones
in England and Scotland
Land-use changes in the Meuse
River, Netherlands

Estuarine surge attenuation
through restoration of
intertidal habitats including
managed realignment
(allowing the shoreline to
advance inward unimpeded)
Make room for flooding
Increase biodiversity.

Land loss
Schemes are unpredictable
Stakeholder engagement
needs to be successful to
achieve this.

Flood alleviation

Catchment wide. In particular:
Ploughed land
Agricultural land

Lower Fox River Basin

Further
consideration
recommended

3

3 –positive
recreational
and tourism
benefits

Yes

2-3

1 – potential
for land take,
property
devaluation

Yes

3

1 – potential
for property
devaluation

Yes

Environmental enhancement
Dune Lake restoration
(Papamoa)

Could reduce flashiness and
volume of floods, improve
water quality, reduce
agricultural sediment input,
help new industries emerge
(e.g. eco-tourism)

KCDC – example unsuccessful
use of managed retreat along
the Kapiti coastline (stakeholder
influence)

Coastal areas – large flat area of
land available for flooding at the
estuary mouth, ideally noncompressed soil

Planning controls in the
Kaituna catchment could be
used to prevent housing etc
in flood control areas.

Byron Bay – Example of
unsuccessful attempt also due
to stakeholder influence.

Areas of significant biodiversity

Improved water quality,
habitat creation, flood
storage area.
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Potential
social
benefits
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

In the Kaituna, it could be
implemented through land
use control to prevent
forestry to pasture
conversion; and to require
riparian planting of all gullies
and streams.

Several EU countries (including
Denmark) have policies which
provide for buffer strips
throughout a catchment.

Abbots Hall, Essex:
http://www.restorerivers.eu/Port
als/27/Case%20studies/Manage
d%20realignment%20featured%
20case%20study.pdf

Extent option
“works with
natural
processes”
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Tourism as a source of
income

Stakeholder engagement.

Managed
retreat

Use and potential
achievements of option in
Kaituna

Areas of significant fluvial risk

Decrease flood risk for the
coast zone.
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Option

Bio-mimic
Solutions

What can option achieve

Emulating nature. For example:
Planting within channel to
take up water
Re-instatement of woody
debris to slow flow

Limitations

Possibility only localised
benefits
Where involving farming,
investment required to change
farming practices.

Examples of use

When option is most suited

France, UK, US (West Coast – using
this mechanism to naturally manage
erosion control)

Upper and mid part of the catchment.
Possibly appropriate in the Upper
Kaituna or upper portion of the Lower
Kaituna.

Flow attenuation

Suitable floodplain, area available for
repositioning of stopbanks.

Possibly appropriate in the
Upper Kaituna or upper
portion of the Lower Kaituna
(pasture/forestry)

Use and potential
achievements of option in
Kaituna

Extent option
“works with
natural
processes”
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Potential
social
benefits
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Further
consideration
recommended

3

3 – More
sustainable
land use

Yes

2-3

1 – Would
require land
take

Yes

2-3
(dependent on
width)

3 – may
require land
take
depending
on location,
but positive
recreational
benefits

Yes

Habitat creation
Increased channel diversity

Re-creation of a former
channel pattern (e.g. remeandering and/or braiding)
Mozaic farming to improve
flashiness of floods.
Repositioning
of stop banks

Avoids the need for more
adverse forms of channel
treatment (such as removal
of bed substrate through
channel enlargement).
Meanders, pools, riffles and
substrate can be preserved.

‘Embanked flows’ may still
cause localised adjustment in
channel due to higher stream
powers
May require land take,
compensation etc.

Increase storage of flood
water
Protect property and
culturally significant sites.

Ecological
corridors

Floodways or corridors
planted with marginal
vegetation i.e. riparian buffer
zones

Example from Bavaria (Germany) –
(1970’s and 1980’s) allowing for a
river corridor on State-owned land.
Preserves meandering nature of
river; embankments set back and
natural vegetation used to stabilise
the channel within a defined flood
zone. Only where migration might
impact on an embankment is hard
bank protection used.

Wider positioning of the
stopbanks and increased
roughness to detain more
flood waters in upper
catchment
Possibly lowering of water
levels in the lower catchment
adding drainage.

Also see Bavaria 2000s:
http://www.restorerivers.eu/Publi
cations/tabid/2624/mod/11083/a
rticleType/ArticleView/articleId/3
230/Default.aspx
Stakeholder engagement and
collaboration is paramount.

Jacobs San Antonio Flood Scheme

Results in changed flow
velocities

Increase flood water storage
Allows a zone for riparian
vegetation
Available space for floodway
creation.
Possibly appropriate in the
Upper Kaituna or upper portion
of the Lower Kaituna
(pasture/forestry).

Improving biodiversity (or
restoring it to its natural
state)
Improve water quality.
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Environmental enhancement,
flood water storage
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Option

Flood storage
wetland /
Wetland
restoration

What can option achieve

Runoff reduction through
creation/ restoration of nonfloodplain wetlands (or wet
woodlands)
Delay flood waters
Wetlands absorb pollution,
treat water and provide
habitats for animals and
birds.

Limitations

Examples of use

When option is most suited

Results in changed flow
velocity

Te Roto Constructed wetland,
Kapiti Coast.

Flat floodplain available for flood
storage wetland creation.

Requires stakeholder
engagement

Fobney Island (example
provided)

Maintenance and cost
implications, including labour
intensive set up and
maintenance process.

The Quaggy River Flood Risk
Management scheme adapted a
number of public and private
multifunctional green spaces
linked by the Quaggy River in
order to reduce flood risk and
the potential impacts of climate
change for 600 homes and
businesses, and more than 4000
people living and working in the
London boroughs of Greenwich
and Lewisham.

Possibly appropriate in the
Upper Kaituna or upper portion
of the Lower Kaituna
(pasture/forestry).

Use and potential
achievements of option in
Kaituna

Extent option
“works with
natural
processes”
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Potential
social
benefits
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Further
consideration
recommended

Off line Wetland storage,
utilising some of the cut off
wetland areas in the lower
area for storage.

2-3
(dependent on
spatial extent)

3 – likely to
require land
take but
positive
recreational
benefits

Yes

1-2

2

Yes

3

3 – Positive
recreational
benefits for
fishing

Yes

Converting some pasture
flood storage areas to
Wetland to gain water
quality, ecological, mauri and
amenity benefits.
Environmental enhancement
and habitat creation
Flood alleviation.

http://www.landscapeinstitute.co.uk/c
asestudies/casestudy.php?id=1
Pump station
improvements

Can increase the current
capacities of the pump
stations and/or add new
pump stations thereby
reducing flood risks outside
stopbanks

Increasing the capacities of
multiple pump stations at the
same time can be costly,

Interior drainage system, City of
Dallas, Texas (associated with Trinity
River Floodway).

Flooding of interior drainage area
where riverine flooding is controlled
by stopbanks.

However, this can be achieved
in phases by prioritising the
respective pump stations.

Some concurrent
improvements of feeder
channels may be necessary.

Woody debris

Flow attenuation
Ecological benefits

Replace old pump stations
with new pump stations
Replace traditional axial
turbine pumps with concrete
volute pumps that are
extremely efficient in quickly
displacing high discharge
rates at low hydraulic heads
They are also highly
dependable, long durability,
and no need for
replacements or repair of
immovable parts for many
years

Reduce drainage efficiency in
normal flow conditions.

Environmental Agency (EA) England;
USA beaver dams.

Lesser flow attenuation
benefits in large flood flows.

Rural streams

Potential for use on
headwaters of tributaries to
increase attenuation.
Ecological and Habitat
improvements.
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Option

Channel
improvements
with
multipurpose
use

What can option achieve

Can increase conveyance
capacities of the channels under
consideration and thereby
reduces risks of fluvial flooding.

Limitations

Land take - requires space
around the river channel for
multipurpose use.

Examples of use

Mission Reach, San Antonio
River, Texas (example provided)

When option is most suited

Fluvial flooding due to inadequate
conveyance capacity.

Buffalo Bayou, Houston, Texas

Use and potential
achievements of option in
Kaituna

Can provide opportunities for
improving flood management
while achieving multipurpose
objectives, such as:

Extent option
“works with
natural
processes”
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Potential
social
benefits
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Further
consideration
recommended

2-3

3 – may
require land
take
depending
on location,
but positive
recreational
impacts

Yes, but
opportunities
limited.

3

3 – positive
recreation
and long
term impacts

Yes

ecosystem restoration or
enhancement,
linear parks for public
amenities, and
increasing overall quality of
the communities.

Natural Flood
Management
(NFM)

Natural techniques for runoff
reduction

Changed surface water runoff
and flow velocities

Floodplain storage and
sediment management

Affected riparian drainage and
magnitude

Restoration

Frequency and duration of
flooding.

In Scotland, a series of tools for
runoff reduction, floodplain storage,
sediment management, estuarine
surge attenuation; and wave energy
dissipation.
http://www.sepa.org.uk/flooding/flood
_risk_management/natural_flood_ma
nagement.aspx
Also European examples:
http://www.ecrr.org/archive/conf08/pd
f/proceed8.pdf
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Floodplain/riparian space
available
Possibly appropriate in the
Upper Kaituna pasture land.

Downstream flood alleviation
Environmental enhancement
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Option

Slowing the
Flow (through
land
management
practices)

What can option achieve

Woodland planting (including
upland, floodplain, riparian, gully
or cross slope woodlands).

Limitations

Changed surface water runoff and
flow velocities

Examples of use

Pickering Beck, North Yorkshire, UK
Previous land management
recognized as increasing flows
and sedimentation downstream

When option is most suited

Available space for woodland
planting, possibly appropriate in the
Upper Kaituna pasture land.

Use and potential
achievements of option in
Kaituna

Environmental enhancement

Extent option
“works with
natural
processes”
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Potential
social
benefits
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Further
consideration
recommended

3

2

Yes

2-3
(dependent on
spatial extent)

2

Yes

Habitat provision
Increase in-channel flow
diversity

A series of win-win techniques
have been addressed and
implemented:-

However, slowing the flow could
be reduce and increase
flooding so needs to be
managed with caution.

Construction of low level
flood storage bunds
Creation of woodland in the
floodplain and by the river
Installation of large ‘woody
debris dams’
Farm scale measures and
catchment sensitive farming
techniques
Targeted blocking of
moorland drains
Establishing no burn zones
along moorland streams
Restoring buffer zones along
forest streams
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/website/for
estresearch.nsf/ByUnique/INFD7ZUCLX
Agricultural
and upland
drainage
modification

Runoff reduction – blocking of
drains

Altered sediment delivery to
the water column

Grip/ditch blocking in Wales

Changed flow dynamics

Moorland gripping is the practice of
digging ditches in an attempt to drain
wet areas of heath and blanket bog.
Grip or ditch blocking with the use of
peat and/or heather bale dams can
help restore natural drainage
patterns, encourage re-vegetation,
reduce erosion, and minimise the
knock-on effect of hydrological
change downstream.

Ploughed land
Agricultural land

http://www.blanketbogswales.org/rest
oration/ditch-blocking_121.html
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Possibly appropriate in the
upper and lower portion of the
Lower Kaituna

Increased channel
connectivity with the
floodplain
Increased flood water
storage
Environmental enhancement
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Option

Removal of
obsolete
structures

What can option achieve

Limitations

Examples of use

When option is most suited

Removal of hard engineering
structures that modify the natural
flow and sediment regime,
including weirs, locks, floodgates,
sluices and erosion control
structures.

Altered sediment delivery,
change to erosion patterns

Removal of an obsolete 2.6 m high
weir on the River Monnow, Wales,
UK in August 2011. This had fallen
into disrepair and the chosen option
was removal to allow fish passage. A
2D hydraulic model was used to
model the flooding implications

Potential removal of existing
weir structures

Altered channel dimensions
Altered flow dynamics
Can be costly depending on
structure and restoration
efforts required.

Use and potential
achievements of option in
Kaituna

Extent option
“works with
natural
processes”
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Potential
social
benefits
1 (negative)
2 (neutral)
3 (positive)

Further
consideration
recommended

Improves longitudinal
connectivity

2-3

1-2 –
Potential for
high cost
(e.g. dams)

Yes, but unlikely
to be an issue
for Kaituna
(consider stop
banks or
adjustments to
Fords Cut, for
example)

Hard rock surfaces have the
potential to be replaced with
natural vegetation planting

2-3
(dependent on
spatial extent)

1-2 –
potential for
high cost

Yes

Adjacent land available for river
restoration.

Re-connecting channel with
its floodplain

3

Yes

Possibly appropriate in the
Upper Kaituna or upper portion
of the Lower Kaituna
(pasture/forestry),

Habitat creation

2 – may
require land
take, but
enhances
recreation

2

3 – positive
recreational
impact for
beach users

Yes

Hard riverbank protection

http://therrc.co.uk/MOT/Final_Version
s_(Secure)/12.3_Monnow.pdf
Modify or
enhance
structure

Sediment
Management

Structural modification or
enhancement of existing hard
flood risk management and land
drainage structures to improve
ecological value and/or changes
to the operational regime of
structures to improve the flow and
sediment regime.
Removal of sediment through
reach restoration (remeandering; re-braiding),

Changed flow velocities
Changes hydraulic roughness

Beach management (e.g.
beach recharge)
Sand dune restoration

Potential removal of existing rock
armour in the Lower Kaituna

Disconnecting floodplain
connectivity
Impacted riparian drainage
Altered bed and bank stability.
Altered sediment and flow regimes,
altered hydraulic roughness, land
take.

sediment traps or riparian
planting (bank restoration)

Wave energy
dissipation

Whangamarino Wetland, low Flow
weir.

Scottish Environment Protection
Agency (SEPA) Guidance on
sediment management
http://www.sepa.org.uk/water/idoc.as
hx?docid=ba42d6da-06f3-4293916c-75aece9a0fed&version=-1

Beach nourishment sand often
erodes faster than the natural sand
on the beach.

Sand Dune Resoration,
Paraparaumu, Kapiti Coast.

Restoration of intertidal
habitats.
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Mouth of the Kaituna River/Maketu
Estuary

Flood attenuation
Localised channel narrowing
to keep sediment entrained
Encourages natural
processes instead of issues
associated with hard
structures
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4.

Case Studies

In this section, we have summarised a range national and international case studies that Jacobs has worked on
in the US, the UK, Australia and New Zealand, focusing on case studies that offer lessons for the Kaituna
Catchment.

4.1

Creation of a Floodplain Wetland (River Kennet, Berkshire, UK)

The Jacobs UK office The Fobney Island River and Wetland Restoration Project (alongside the River Kennet
near Reading in Berkshire, UK) involved converting an area of low value rough grassland into a new 5 hectare
wetland nature reserve with riverine and floodplain habitats, pathways for public access and wildlife viewing
hides. Work on the £700,000 project was completed in November 2012, and the site has been open to the
public since June 2013. This project was taken from concept through to feasibility/design/construction
supervision by Jacobs (Technical lead: Andrew Brookes).

Figure 1 Fobney Island (Source: EA, 2013)
The project was led by a partnership of the Environment Agency (EA), Reading Borough Council, Thames
Water, and the Thames Rivers Trust, working together over three years to plan, fund and deliver the project.
The project has lowered the land to create wetland ponds and meadows that, at times of high river flow, is
connected to the River Kennet to the south of the island. This has created natural flood storage as well as
improving site for birds, bats, fish, reptiles and amphibians.
The site is divided into two sections of approximately equal length. The Eastern Wetland features (closest to
Fobney Lock) were designed to be connected with the groundwater and to remain wetted for most of the year.
The Western Wetland scrapes (towards the electricity pylon) were formed to be connected with the river during
high flows but then to slowly to drain down through spring and summer. These scrapes are anticipated to be
temporary or ephemeral features because they are reliant on surface water. They provide a vital temporary
refuge for fish when the river is in flood.
The River Kennet itself has been restored to a more natural state, through the introduction of two new riffle
features. Riffles are areas of shallow gravel providing ideal spawning grounds for particular species of fish. On
the south bank of the river, lifting and thinning the crowns of the trees has allowed more light to reach into the
channel. Aquatic plants have become established. Five trees were also felled into the river channel (and
secured to the bank) to create woody debris features. These create more diverse flows and provide refuge for
young fish.
During the spring of 2012, new scrub planting, grass and wildflower seeding of the wetland was completed and
now (2014) vegetation is becoming well established. This landscaping work was designed to further improve the
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site for wildlife. A new footpath has also been installed to provide easy public access to the Eastern Wetland
site and two bird hides have been built, providing views across the new wetland features.
More information on the project is available online at:
http://therrc.co.uk/2013%20Conference/Outputs_Presentations/Lyndon_Baker_Fobney_Island_River_Restorati
on.pdf

4.2

Flood Alleviation Scheme (Upper Mole, UK)

This £20 million project was managed by Jacobs from feasibility/design through to construction (site
supervision). This was completed from 2011 to 2014. Climate change has caused the town of Crawley in
South-east England to be at risk from increased flood levels. In 2000, when the last significant flood occurred,
109 properties were flooded as well as wide tracts of land close to Gatwick Airport. Following these floods an
Upper Mole Flood Alleviation Scheme was developed by the Environment Agency (EA) to adapt to future
changes in climate and provide an improved level of flood protection.
The project involves creating new, or improving existing reservoirs to store large amounts of water during spells
of heavy rainfall. The stored water will slowly be released back into the river, helping to reduce flood peaks
downstream. The proposed storage reservoir sites included:
Tilgate Lake in Tilgate Park (raising of an existing dam)
Gatwick Stream at Worth Farm (new flood detention reservoir)
Stanford Brook at Clay’s Lake Pease Pottage (replacement of an existing dam)

Figure 2 Upper Mole Flood Alleviation Scheme
As compensation under the Water framework Directive (and other legislation) river restoration works were
carried out to an artificially straightened watercourse in Grattons Park, providing multiple environmental
benefits.
For example, the Worth Farm project involved building a new embankment dam to a height of 6.5 metres above
the surrounding land. Water is only temporarily stored and the land can be used for farming for most of the year.
The scheme is designed such that in times of high river flow the water is throttled and starts to build up behind
the dam. The water remains there for a few days, before being slowly released back into the river (avoiding
downstream flooding). The new dam required a supply of earth and bedrock, some from a nearby borrow pit.
The existing environment was found to have some ecological sensitivity but there were no known
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archaeological sites. A culvert was required at the dam outlet. Although this allows for fish passage, it is still
regarded as contrary to policy and Water Framework Directive requirements and disrupts natural processes. So
the mitigation for this included the replacement of a concrete lined channel at Grattons Park with a meandering
watercourse.

Figure 3 Upper Mole Flood Alleviation Scheme

4.3

Flood Risk Reduction, Ecosystem Restoration and Recreation (Mission Reach,
Texas, USA)

The Mission Reach Flood Risk Reduction, Ecosystem Restoration and Recreation project is part of the overall
13-mile San Antonio River Improvements Project and is a $279M Federal, County, and City investment. The
project was implemented to reduce flood risk, restore and enhance the ecosystem, create recreational
opportunities and improve infrastructure along the water course.
Jacobs’ tasks in this project was to restore the 8-mile segment of San Antonio River to a natural river ecosystem
by designing wildlife habitat in the form of native vegetation, rock riffles, embayments and restored river
remnants. The pre-project river flows within a constructed trapezoidal channel of limited habitat value and high
flooding potentials. We have used established principles of fluvial geomorphology to modify the river’s existing
profile and cross-sectional geometry to restore the river while substantially reducing flood risks. The floodway
cross-sectional area has been enlarged for the addition of native vegetation as well as conveyance capacity. A
meandering pilot channel and wider channel cross-section allow the construction of point bars and terraces
within the channel, reducing soil erosion along the river, and conveyance of flood flows without overtopping the
river banks. River edges are protected in areas where storm flows have the potential to erode the river’s banks.
Erosion control is provided via vegetation, soil bio-engineering and methods that use natural materials. The
design also addresses the river’s pattern by creating new meanders for the river to follow along its path.
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Figure 4 Mission Reach improvements
In addition to the river’s pilot channel, the project has addressed the river’s infrastructure, the base flow channel
grade control structures, tributary outflow structures, vehicular bridge structures, abutments, and dams. A series
of grade control structures exist throughout, consisting of corrugated sheet metal dams which will be removed
and new grade control structures will be constructed with natural materials. While controlling the river’s
scouring, the new structures are designed to impound water. These impoundments create areas of pooled
water upstream and riffle habitat downstream. A total of 135 existing outfall structures will be retrofitted.
The Mission Reach of the San Antonio River Improvements Project is a case study of a large, ongoing project in
San Antonio with nationwide implications for large stream restorations in urban areas. The proposed multiobjective project of geomorphic-based river restoration seeks to balance the key components of environmental
restoration, habitat enhancement, public space (recreation) development, and flood protection. This green
infrastructure project demonstrates a collaborative civil engineering, upland and aquatic ecosystem restoration,
hydraulics and hydrology, and program management on the largest civil works project within the USACE Fort
Worth District.

Figure 5 Mission Reach river channel improvements

4.4

Trinity Watershed Flood Management: Flood control pump stations (Texas,
USA)

The objectives of the Trinity River Watershed Management Program in Texas, USA, were to identify
inadequacies of existing flood control infrastructure; propose improvements; design new pump stations using
concrete volute pump technology; and provide construction management support. Jacobs utilized an integrated
program approach to guiding the City of Dallas with their proposed flood management infrastructure system
upgrades, capital funds needs, bond sale timing, and project construction schedule for improvements to the
East and West Levees of the Trinity River Floodway (“levees” in this sense referring to stopbanks). Jacobs
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evaluated all components of the existing flood control structures and storm water management system to
determine their adequacies for performance standards established by the City. Jacobs also established a track
record of delivering project related deliverables on time, within budget, and cost.
The East and West Levee interior drainage system of the City of Dallas consists of more than 80 square miles
of fully urbanized watershed. Stormwater runoff from the East and West Levee areas must be discharged into
the Trinity River Floodway. A small portion of the runoff is collected and discharged directly into the floodway by
means of pressure sewers – large stormwater trunk lines that operate by gravity. The remainder of the runoff
flows into sump (detention) areas consisting primarily of the old river channels of the Elm Fork and Main Stem of
the Trinity River. Stormwater stored in the sumps may be gravity discharged through sluices in the levee if
Trinity Floodway levels permit, or it may be pumped into the Floodway at six large stormwater pumping plants in
the East and West Levee areas.
As part of this multi-year, multi-million dollar integrated program, Jacobs is managing the development of
improvements for certain parts of the East and West Levees of the Trinity River Floodway interior drainage
system. Jacobs’ efforts include preliminary conceptual design, engineering, surveying, permitting support, and
coordination with the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers - Fort Worth District.
During the earlier stages of this program, Jacobs evaluated and recommended improvements to the flood
control pumping plants, sump (detention) areas, and pressure sewers. Subsequently Jacobs developed detailed
designs, cost estimates, and implementation plans for two large storm water pump stations that were
recommended from our initial study. Jacobs has designed one pump station to increase its previous capacity of
220, 000 gpm to 650,000 gpm, another from 80, 000 gpm to 375,000 gpm and recommended one to increase
from 220,000 gpm to 800, 000 gpm. In each case we recommended and subsequently designed the pumps
using concrete volute technology. Concrete volute pumps offer numerous advantages over conventional axial
turbine pumps.
Additionally, Jacobs worked with the City to evaluate a series of pumping scenarios to assist in the City’s levee
accreditation process.

Figure 6 Trinity Watershed Flood Management Scheme
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4.5

Managed retreat in the Byron Bay

Managed retreat is a policy option available for coastal communities at risk from sea level rise in Australia. It is
defined as the relocation of homes and infrastructure under threat from coastal flooding. The managed retreat
was adopted by the Byron Shire Council in 1988 as a dominant factor in planning for the use of coastal areas.
Under the law rolled out, homeowners were not able to take steps to protect their homes from coastal erosion
and the properties were left undefended. Buyers of properties within this coastal hazard zone were to be made
aware of the coastal erosion risks via information on planning certificates which had to be included with the legal
contract at the time of purchase. The idea behind planned retreat was to enable the temporary occupation of
lands subject to coastal erosion until such time that the risk was deemed unacceptable and buildings would then
have to be relocated. The cost of relocation was to be borne by the owner. Land values on Belongil Beach near
Byron Bay were halved in 2010 as a result. There was a mixed response to this approach, from the perspectives
of emergency management and from residents. A number of legal disputes arose.
In 2012, new policies were introduced which overturned the previous strategy of ''managed retreat'' The
changes in policies meant that landowners can “more easily place sandbags on their properties to reduce
impacts of erosion from smaller storm events”. The new laws relax rules around coastal management and allow
councils to focus on current hazards, not forecasts. The Productivity Commission of NSW has stated, in its draft
report on climate change adaptation, that managed retreat policies have significant costs for landowners and
should not be adopted until costs and benefits are known.

4.6

Great Barrier Reef Protection Plan

Over the past 100 years, the land catchment areas adjacent to the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area have
undergone extensive development for agricultural production, urban expansion, transport infrastructure, tourism
and mining. This has led to elevated levels of pollutants leaving these catchments and entering the reef, with
the largest contributor being agricultural land use activities.
To address this, the Reef Water Quality Protection Plan (Reef Plan) was endorsed by the Prime Minister and
Queensland Premier in October 2003Reef Plan resulted in a more coordinated and cooperative approach to
improving water quality. Reef Plan was substantially updated in 2009, with clear goals and targets for reducing
pollutant levels.
There is scientific evidence that poor water quality continues to have a detrimental impact on reef health. Long
term monitoring of reefs by the Australian Institute of Marine Science shows the Great Barrier Reef has lost half
its coral cover in the past 27 years. The loss was due to storm damage (48 per cent), crown-of-thorns starfish
(42 per cent), and bleaching (10 per cent). Current scientific evidence indicates that elevated nutrient levels are
linked to outbreaks of crown-of-thorns starfish. Improving water quality will potentially reduce the frequency of
future outbreaks and allow coral cover to recover. Improving water quality will also build resilience in inshore
coastal and seagrass areas which support significant biodiversity such as turtles and dugongs, and drive
fisheries productivity.
The positive commitment by the agricultural industry and other partners to improved land management practices
over the past five years cannot be understated. In the first two years of Reef Plan 2009 delivery, 34 per cent of
sugarcane farmers, 25 per cent of horticulture farmers and 17 per cent of graziers adopted improved practices.
Modelling is indicating that these changes will translate into between a six and 15 per cent reduction in key
pollutants.
New actions have been identified for the next five years, with a focus on working more closely with industry
through extension, incentives and best management practice programs to accelerate the uptake of improved
practices. This approach will include a much more coordinated and integrated effort at the regional level.
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4.7

Whangamarino Wetland (Waikato, NZ)

This case study highlights the effects of a flood protection scheme on a sensitive and significant receiving
environment. Modelling has been used to assist in testing scenarios to better understand the effect of the flood
protection scheme and catchment land use on the receiving environment.
The Whangamarino Wetland is a large lowland freshwater wetland comprised of marsh, swamp, fen and bog. It
is a unique and important conservation reserve for flora and fauna habitat, and its organic anaerobic peat soils.
As a result, it is the home to several rare or vulnerable plant species and abundant bird life. Due to its unique
and complex structure, it has been internationally recognised as important under the Ramsar Convention.
Water levels in the lower Waikato catchment, and consequently the Whangamarino wetland has been managed
for some time to assist in providing flood protection to the lower Waikato region (Waikato Regional Council,
2011). This has affected the wetland through lowering of water levels from their natural state, as well as a
reduction in the duration of flood inundation and the extent of flooding (lower peak water levels) (Ramsar, 1992).
Bed levels have dropped as a result of river ‘training’, sand abstraction and possible prevention of sand
replacement from the Waikato River hydro dams. The Waikato river-bed level between Meremere and Mercer
fell by an average of 1.3 m (Ramsar, 1992). Due to a change in the hydraulic grade of water between the
Whangamarino wetland and the Waikato River, bed levels in the wetland also fell. This has posed a significant
threat to the wetland ecosystem through the drying of peat bogs and invasion of exotic flora.
To help restore the minimum water levels in the wetland a large rock rubble weir was installed in 1994 at the
mouth of the Whangamarino River. After gradual failure this was repaired in 2000 and again in 2010.
The Lower Waikato Waipa Flood Control Scheme (LWWCS) has resulted in a reversal of the natural
Whangamarino water cycle. Figure 7 shows the layout of the Whangamarino catchment, and its constructed
features to help explain how the water cycle has changed.
Blyth (2011) concluded, in his Master of Science thesis, that flood waters and the associated nutrient loads are
also contributing to the degradation of the wetland ecosystem, resulting in a change in wetland vegetation.
Department of Conservation, engaged Jacobs SKM to develop, hydrological and water quality models to
improve understanding of the Whangamarino wetland. These models have been used to assess the effect of
different sized events under different flood scheme operating conditions, with a view to determining whether
changes to flood operating rules could benefit the wetland. The Department of Conservation’s primary driver is
to protect and enhance the quality of the Whangamarino wetland. This includes the protection and
enhancement of oligotrophic wetland vegetation that is sensitive to high nutrient loads.
The modelling has provided a better understanding the hydrology and water quality and the effect of the
scheme. Department of Conservation hoped that the modelling would identify minor changes to the operating
rules for Lake Waikare that could improve the wetland health. However, the modelling indicated that due to the
complex nature of the wetland and the flood control scheme, minor changes to the operating rules may not
achieve significant mitigation of the effects of the flood control scheme on the wetland. The ecological impacts
may warrant a broader review.
Waikato Regional Council is in the process of reviewing the consent conditions for the Lake Waikare discharge.
The conditions of consent for the Waikare discharge require Council to prepare and implement a sediment
removal plan, related to the Lake Waikare discharge. However, some of the sediment from the Lake Waikare
discharge, is being deposited within the wetland rather than within the Pungarehu canal, making removal of this
sediment problematic. The to the hydraulic grade in the wetland, which is affected by the control gate on the
Waikato River and by the Department of Conservation’s minimum water level weir, influences the location of the
deposition of sediment.
Water quality limit setting, under the National Policy Statement for freshwater will require water quality limits and
nutrient allocation to be established for this catchment. The existing allocation of nutrients, including the Lake
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Waikare discharge, is having adverse effects on the wetland. The modelling will assist Department of
Conservation in identifying a reduced nutrient load that would be more sustainable for the wetland, and to
understand the implications for land use and flood protection of establishing water quality limits in this
catchment.

.
Figure 7 Whangamarino Catchment, NZ
Valuable lessons learnt on this project include:
A broad catchment view is required to assess the benefits and effects of options.
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Water quality, flood management and ecosystem health are inter-linked and integrated solutions should
be investigated.

4.8

Dudley Creek and Flockton Basin (Christchurch, NZ)

The Dudley Creek catchment has historically been an area prone to flooding. The Christchurch earthquakes
have caused land damage to all of the catchment’s waterways and riparian margins including bed heave,
settlement, liquefaction, and lateral spreading. When combined with general land settlement, this has resulted in
increased flood risk within this catchment, especially to the Flockton Basin.
Christchurch’s citizens place high value on local waterways so it was important to propose flood remediation
options that also restored, or enhanced, the natural environment. For studies such as this, Christchurch City
Council uses a ‘six values’ assessment including ecology, landscape, recreation, heritage, cultural, and
drainage. Jacobs (then SKM) was commissioned to conduct a six values assessment, as well as detailed
hydrological and hydraulic modelling, and to evaluate restoration and enhancement options.

Figure 8 Dudley Creek Channel Capacity Issues
The objectives of the project were to:
Identify the earthquake damage to the waterway and the effect on hydraulic capacity and other values
(ecology, landscape, recreation, heritage and culture).
Assess options for repairing the waterway to restore the hydraulic capacity and other values, considering
the pre-earthquake condition as a baseline.
Assess options for providing resilience and betterment with respect to hydraulic capacity and other
values.
Provide project outputs which could be easily integrated with CCC’s GIS, asset management systems
and hydraulic models.
Provide early indication of repair costs for CCC’s Long Term Plan (LTP).
Carry out conceptual design of the preferred repair option, programme and cost estimates.
The deliverables produced by Jacobs were:
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Stage 1: Issues and Options report
Stage 2: Concept Design report
Handover of a GIS-compatible dataset, hydraulic model, topographic and cross-section survey data
Jacobs delivered 14 options for stage 1, and two were selected and taken to feasibility design: (1) an
engineered pump station, rising main and pipe bypass, and (2) an enlarged channel (see Figure 9). Presenting
both these options has given the community the chance to contribute their own views on the value of ecological
enhancement versus future reliability in the face of climate change or future earthquakes. Additionally, both
house raising and retreat are options that could be used in Dudley Creek, and have been mooted although not
yet considered in any detail. This will involve comparison of financial costs and social implications between the
catchment engineering solutions and these property-based solutions.

Figure 9 Two options for Dudley Creek gave the community a better opportunity to express their values
One of the major issues confronting the execution of the project will be negotiations with the many private
property owners adjacent to the creek. Whilst upstream those affected by flooding will also be those benefitting,
downstream this is not the case. Engaging with the community early in the process will have assisted, but
remains a delicate issue. Council has refrained from identifying individual properties identified by either option
until negotiations with property owners are complete as this may otherwise unfairly prejudice the outcome.
Either of the two options proposed will provide flood protection to those properties in Dudley. However, neither
will provide full protection to all properties under larger events. This came as a disappointment to some in the
community. Other valuable lessons learnt on this project include:
Multiple site walkovers and workshops with council and consultant staff were invaluable for knowledge
sharing
Limiting the project to a set number of options or standardised ideas reduces the ‘blue skies thinking’.
One of the options taken forward to feasibility design was a last minute addition.
The community often has quite set views on what will work and early engagement may help provide
enough technical background to assist with acceptance of ideas. For instance dredging of the Avon River
was often mentioned as a solution to the Dudley problem, however the Avon suffers from tidal issues and
it is actually channel constraints that are the main cause of flooding in the Dudley catchment. It is worth
beginning community engagement early and explaining the real issues, so that the community is onside
to understand the solutions.
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5. Recommended Options
This section summarises those options that we think may be suitable in the Kaituna Catchment, and highlights
important considerations for further investigations.

5.1

Governance

Some real thought will need to be put into Governance and how public and private interests are balanced and
developed into a strong working relationship over time. Good governance and decision making is supported by
high quality science that has preferably been agreed by all. Good governance is typically also wrapped around
a quality economic model that allows for economic impacts to be adequately represented for all of the interested
parties. While not a clear part of the brief of this report, options can at times be limited or defined by the
working governance model. Jacobs can bring a wealth of international experience of governance models, and
their various applications.
The Ministry for the Environment has developed the Natural Resources Framework. This framework seeks to
promote the effective stewardship and kaitiakitanga of New Zealand’s natural resources. Effective stewardship
ensures the best advice is tendered to decision-makers to support the wise use of natural resources over the
long term for the well-being of New Zealand’s current and future generations.
The framework adopts an integrative approach by including social, economic, environmental, cultural and
political perspectives over the typical time spans involved with natural resources issues. Four analytical
components can be used to structure your analysis – Reveal, Establish, Assess and Integrate. Two procedural
components support the analysis, Identify – to agree on the work; and Advise – to produce an agreed collective
narrative.
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The framework supports effective stewardship by helping natural resources agencies to organise their inquiry in
an in-depth and integrative way, so robust and resilient policy can be developed. In particular, it focuses
analysis to uncover:
complex systems, particularly the interaction between environmental and social systems
a wider range of values and perspectives that people hold
the motivations of people and the behaviours that lead to outcomes over the short, medium and long term
the trade-offs that exist, while also seeking to reconcile these tensions and find new pathways
the assumptions brought to analysis and the treatment of risk and uncertainty.
Further information on the Natural Resource Framework can be found here:
http://nrs.mfe.govt.nz/content/natural-resources-framework

5.2

Decision making tools

Tools for quality decision making are an important part of catchment management planning, and will become
more important in the future as more complex integrated solutions become available to catchment managers.
5.2.1

Multi-Criteria Analysis

An example approach we have used extensively in river catchments where we are applying natural flood
management (for example with SEPA and Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH)) is based on multi-criteria analysis.
This is an important tool to gain consensus on narrowing down preferred options. Whilst the degree of options
appraisal needs to be proportional to the task in hand, it is recommended that a performance matrix is used,
allowing comparison of potential impacts and benefits for one or more options. At the basic level, options
appraisal involves discerning between the options identified for the site against a number of criteria. It is
recommended that between 4 and 7 main options only are considered, including the ‘Do-nothing’, ‘DoMinimum’, ‘Maximum gain for minimal impact’ and ‘Do-Maximum’. A broad range of technical, economic,
environmental and social criteria can be used to discern between options. Specific criteria for the Kaituna
might include:
Effectiveness at achieving flood control;
Potential impact on designated sites;
Diffuse pollution benefits;
Multiple benefits;
Broad Cost;
Biodiversity outcomes;
Ongoing maintenance; and,
Buildability.
It is important each criterion such as significant changes in water management and land use and hence
potential impacts on certain economic activities; it may hamper agriculture for example additional criterion that
could be selected include sustainability (and carbon footprint of works) and specific impact (if relevant) on
heritage or archaeology (etc.).
Each option needs to be evaluated against the selected criterion using a matrix. This can be a relatively simple
process using the 3 banding of scores developed for the matrix. The scores can be allocated by a generalist,
although where informed professional judgement is required then a technical specialist from key disciplines
might be required. In practice this step can be informed by professional judgement (based on a site visit and
desk study). However, having more baseline survey available at this step can help reduce uncertainty and lead
to a more robust appraisal. Colour can be added. The value of adding colour to a matrix is to allow options to be
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discerned ‘by eye’. Clearly a ‘front runner’ option may contain a larger number of ‘greens’ and the eye may be
attracted to that.
Only in extreme complex cases would a more detailed approach be warranted, perhaps involving a more
prescriptive scoring system, more explicit ranking in a workshop and as described in the UK’s Government’s
Multi-criteria manual (Department of Communities and Local Government, 200913). In all Options Appraisals, a
key need is to record caveats and assumptions in the comments box at the bottom of the matrix. Multi-criteria
analysis is also a process that is suited to iteration and sensitivity testing, allowing changes to be made if some
of the criteria, for example, are felt to be inappropriate. It is also a means of communication between experts
and stakeholder groups.
Jacobs has used this approach extensively in Scotland (for the catchments of the Dee, South Esk, North Ugie
and Maltkiln Burn) with iterations made to the matrix during workshops involving stakeholders. Jacobs recognise
the importance of gaining stakeholder and landowner ‘buy-in’ to specific measures. In the author’s experience,
‘Early Contractor Involvement’ (ECI) can prove very effective at this early stage, providing an indication of cost
efficiencies and buildability of options.
Decisions seemingly unrelated to flood management, such as subsidies on irrigation, also need to factor how
they may affect flood management outcomes in the future. For example, decisions on granting subsidies for
fertiliser would result in a higher nutrient run-off from agricultural properties which could impact on flood
management outcomes. This may be possible on a local government level, but more difficult for central
government decision making.
5.2.2

Whole of life costing

Whole of life costing is a mechanism for identifying the construction and maintenance costs of managing an
assets (such as a flood management asses) over its entire life (for example, the costs of installing and
maintaining stop banks to keep the measure effective over time). There may be some situations, for example,
where maintenance and the associated costs are unavoidable.
Specific tools have been developed in the UK for sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS) for whole of life
costing that may be relatively easily adapted for natural flood management use. SUDS are designed to reduce
the potential impact from new and existing developments with respect to surface water drainage discharges.
They can be prone to maintenance due to sediment accumulation and vegetation growth. Whole life costing
tools allow appropriate comparisons to be made between different design solutions, and between a range of
SUDS options. Through encouraging a planned monitoring and maintenance regime, an approach can be
followed that allows the explicit assessment and management of both short term and long term risk.
The SUDS for Roads Whole Life Cost tool14 has been developed in Scotland. It identifies the likely expenditure
profile for the system over its design life, including what costs to include and how to calculate costs. The tool
also allows future operators to enter into maintenance agreements with increased confidence, and with an
appropriate level of management. This particular tool looks at Whole Life Carbon as well as Whole Life Cost.
This tool can be used by the industry free of charge. It can be used as part of the SUDS selection criteria to
provide evidence to support the appropriate selection of SUDS in different developments.
A UK organisation called Susdrain has also developed some guidance for whole of life costing, including how to
calculate discounting rates.15

13

“Multi-criteria analysis: a manual”, available online: http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/12761/1/Multi-criteria_Analysis.pdf
The tool and guidelines re available here: http://www.scotsnet.org.uk/best-practice.php
15
Online: http://www.susdrain.org/files/resources/other-guidance/guidance-whole-life-costing-suds.pdf
14
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5.3

Natural Flood Management

Natural flood management (NFM) refers to working with or restoring natural processes with the aim of reducing
flood risk and delivering other benefits. In practice, this involves a combination of many of the options
considered, such as:
Creating, restoring and maintaining wetlands
Making room for the river
Managing land use
Using buffer strips and riparian planting
Creating woodland
Under this approach, there are specific options shown not to work successfully such as impounding dams,
depriving the downstream river of sediment loading and potentially causing channel adjustment for several
kilometres downstream. In terms of future management of the Kaituna catchment we would therefore
provisionally recommend an overall approach that combines some of the approaches and specific techniques
(generally scoring 2 or 3) documented in the Matrix and considered to possibly have applicability at specific
sites.
The overall approach should be to first optimize flood control already provided at the head lakes, before ‘Making
room for the river’. We are in particular suggesting that the main technique used to be set back stop banks from
the edge of the river, creating as far as possible a river corridor, perhaps planted with riparian vegetation. This
might be more applicable to river lengths such those with pastoral and plantation forestry land use (upper
portion of the Lower Kaituna). Wider river corridors might be achieved with these land uses, and especially if
riparian land is available. ‘Making room for the river’ once technically defined and mapped could be used as a
basis in future land use planning documents for the catchment. Please note we are not advocating that the
whole toolkit associated with the Dutch version of ‘Making room for the river’ is followed (i.e channel intervention
such as lowering the channel bed is not recommended).
We are also recommending a suite of potential options for the Kaituna and tributaries under the general banner
of ‘natural flood management’, including techniques which reduce flows in the main and/or tributary subcatchments. Case studies have shown that even simple techniques placed in a commercially forested
catchment (such as grip blocking, leaky barriers etc) can have a considerable positive impact on downstream
flood flows. A catchment hydrological/ hydraulic model will be key to determining the extent and optimum
location of individual measures. However unlike river corridors (which have a proven and effective track record)
many NFM techniques (in UK and Europe) are at the early stages of development for widespread application.
Individual techniques may be relatively low cost but they are also reliant on landowner cooperation. National
forests or forestry (in Government ownership) may give relatively ‘quick wins’. We believe that the Kaituna could
become a world class example.
If as a result of further options appraisal more conventional techniques are locally required then we would look
to mitigate the impacts. One approach would be to follow the national Mitigation Measures Manual that Jacobs
helped
produce
for
the
Environment
Agency
in
the
UK
(http://evidence.environmentagency.gov.uk/FCERM/en/SC060065/MeasuresList.aspx available online and checked 13th May 2014). This
manual covers specific measures for river works required under River Basin Management Plans/ the Water
Framework Directive to avoid deterioration of ecological status. They include measures such as good practice
sediment management, removal of obsolete structures, improved fish passage, good practice vegetation
management, modification or enhancement of structures and management/ restoration of the inter-tidal zone.
An approach to options appraisal involving the Client and other key stakeholders is likely to discern further
between options both without and with appropriate mitigation. The Kaituna River Catchment is an area
abundant in natural resources and provides a prime opportunity for a regional and/or national case study on
natural flood management and river restoration. Regional planning already provides the basis for moving
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towards a more natural flood management approach, providing for restoration of natural habitats and ensuring
flood management outcomes align with natural processes where possible.
5.3.1

Social and economic impacts

Natural Flood Management as a suite of tools is a relatively new area of work in the UK and although there are
case studies with learning lessons, there is relatively little published information, data and costings for some of
the individual techniques (compared with river restoration approaches per-se). Jacobs are up to speed with the
latest case studies/thinking on NFM techniques in UK (including Scotland). We attended and delivered 3
papers at the River Restoration Centre 15th Annual Network Conference in Sheffield on 7&8th May 2014 – which
had a conference theme of “River Restoration: Delivering Multiple Benefits”. A key message from this
Conference is the need to consider the full range of ‘ecosystems services’ provided by a restorative action, that
is both tangible and intangible elements. The UK Government has developed a guide to consideration of
multiple benefits in projects.
Some of the key social benefits arising from Natural Flood Management are:People living and working in downstream urban areas are protected from flooding (at the RRC
Conference we learned that the residents in Pickering in North Yorkshire understand the benefits of
adopting a catchment scale approach
Wetland habitats and landscapes are good for education and ecotourism (Jacobs project on River
Kennet, a floodplain wetland, for example has attracted local school children)
Recreation opportunities encourage a healthier lifestyle (including angling – Jacobs designed woody
debris as part of the Kennet scheme and this has been applauded by anglers as shelter for fish,
enhancing fish numbers).
Green areas can also reduce stress, particularly close to urban areas.
Social cohesion – can allow communities on either side of a river to mix
Aesthetic benefit by restoring natural landscape features
Re-establishing historical connections between people and rivers
5.3.2

Geomorphological Audit

In nearly all of Jacobs flood and river restoration projects in the UK, we employ geomorphologists.
Geomorphology is about working with natural processes and as a team we design natural flood management
and river restorative measures. By designing a project that works with nature rather than against it, we are
working towards a self-sustaining solution. For example, developing a sinuous channel with a more natural
geometry will allow sediment to drop out where anticipated – e.g. as point bars. Even where projects have
abnormally high sediment loading from upstream, we make recommendations to reduce that sediment by
techniques such as fencing out farm animals.
We propose the use of the tried and tested UK approach of fluvial audit (which is founded on geomorphology).
For the Kaituna we would recommend that this approach is used to characterise the river and type (including in
terms of relative stream power for the Upper Kaituna and the upper, mid-to lower and Lower Kaituna and the
key tributaries. We would also use this approach to identify specific management recommendations, for
‘Natural Flood Management’ and/or for mitigation of more traditional flood control techniques. We would use
the UK Environment Agency Mitigation Measures Manual (which Jacobs initially developed for national use) to
make recommendations for specific reaches.
Fluvial Geomorphology is an understanding of the processes of water and sediment movement in river
catchments and channels and their floodplains – together with the forms produced by those processes – is an
essential component of sustainable fluvial projects. This understanding primarily comes from the discipline of
fluvial geomorphology, which is becoming established as good practice in the feasibility, appraisal and design of
UK river projects.
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A fluvial audit is a more detailed catchment assessment is a fluvial audit which focuses on the sediment regime,
including semi-quantitative information on sources and storage. The method is often adapted to inform wider
habitat enhancement and catchment management issues, as well as causes of instability and sediment-related
problems. It typically involves a desk study and can be combined with a walkover survey which can comprise
walking an entire catchment or can be a more targeted approach, focusing on specific points on a river system.
An example (undertaken by Jacobs) is the Fluvial Audit: Rivers Irwell and Roch gravel management plans. A
fluvial audit was carried out to:
determine a basic sediment budget for the Upper Irwell and River Roch in northwest England;
identify areas of high flood risk;
evaluate the relationship between flooding and in-channel sedimentation.
The study was commissioned by the Environment Agency to evaluate the need for channel dredging and to aid
the development of a more sustainable maintenance plan. An understanding of external and internal ‘controls’ is
essential to interpret river behaviour correctly and to design sustainable solutions. External controls include:
catchment form;
drainage network;
flora and fauna;
land use;
modification;
management practices.
Internal controls include:
stream gradient;
mode of adjustment;
cross section morphology;
bed and bank conditions;
floodplain connectivity;
river continuity;
flow regime.
The project consisted of a desk study and walkover survey.

5.4

Catchment Flood Risk Management

We recommend development of a Catchment Flood Management Plan from which various options of flood risk
management can be further evaluated. Catchment Flood Management Plan must contain a detailed hydrologic
model of Kaituna River Basin based on current and future land use and present meteorologic models as well as
modified meteorologic model based on climate change scenarios. The existing hydrological and hydraulic
models of the Kaituna, could be further improved include a two dimensional representation of the floodplain,
linked to a hydraulic model of the channels, so that depth, velocity and extent can be predicted on the floodplain
and within the channels.
These models will help to identify the sources and nature of flooding, map current flood hazard zones, and used
to test identify the performance of the current flood control measures and risk areas in climate change
scenarios. This hazard modelling should be detailed enough to also consider the range of storage options that
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exist across the catchment. In some cases this capacity may exist in the hydrological inputs into the hydraulic
model such as diversified storage in multiple locations. The hydrological model would need to incorporate
storage functions to allow this. This model should also allow for the consideration of flood damage analysis
(FDA), and allow for consideration of rural flood damages as well as the more traditional urban FDA. Given the
significant amount of rural economics being undertaken to support irrigation schemes across the country it
should be relatively straight forward to develop rural Flood Damage Curves if these do not already exist for the
Bay of Plenty.
This assessment would also allow the ability to assess the benefit of policy based options such as designating
flood storage zones and/or managed retreat.
Jacobs was involved in the development of the Government standard on flood risk management.
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/climate/preparing-for-future-flooding-guide-for-local-govt/index.html.
5.4.1

Mapping for Natural Flood Risk Management

Should ‘Natural Flood Management’ (NFM) Techniques be seen as a possible option to be explored singularly
or as a combination then we would recommend a form of NFM Mapping, similar to that conducted recently in
Scotland by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA). Mapping of NFM needs to be a combination
of an understanding of the hydrology/hydraulics of the catchment as well as the fluvial (geomorphology)
processes.
New natural flood management maps are now live (see link below). The maps are the first national source of
information on areas where natural flood management could be most effective and identify the areas where
more detailed assessments should take place. The outcome of the assessments, which will consider information
such as the location and nature of flood risk, current land use, and existing protection, will be captured in Flood
Risk Management Strategies and be set out as a recommended list of actions.
The information shown on the maps should be considered alongside other information and should not be used
in isolation for decision making purposes. Guidance on how areas were identified and how this information
should be interpreted is now available (see link below).
http://www.sepa.org.uk/flooding/flood_risk_management/natural_flood_management.aspx
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